
GREENS DUTY – GUIDANCE   (2017-2018) 

 An 8:30 am start time should get you finished by 9:30 am.  

  3 members rostered each Pennant day plus other early start club days.   

 First named members to contact the others to coordinate the start time and who is showing up. 
Do not leave your mates short on the day!! 

 If you cannot attend your rostered day swap with someone on the list for a day that suits you and 
also please advise cc: Neil Greenwood 0412856594 or email greenwood7571@optusnet.com.au 

 
Priority Green Duties: (1....2) 

1. Top green:  ....(Clean Green and empty ditches to allow bowling) 

   Use the push along white sweeper or electric blowers on the rinks.  The surrounds can be 
cleaned with the electric blowers. 

 Ditches cleaned with the electric vacuums. (Don't use petrol blowers as it may disturb sand) 

 Bird droppings cleaned off with bucket of water and brush. 
 

 Equipment for Top Green is located in Tin shed next to drive way behind shade sale 
near club house. (Blower, Vacuum and Leads) Sweeper in bottom brick shed. 

 
2. Bottom Green: ....(Clean Green and empty ditches to allow bowling) 

    Use either blue or white sweeper, electric or petrol blowers are suitable.   

    Ditches cleaned with electric vacuums. 

    Bird droppings cleaned off with bucket of water and brush. 
 

 Equipment for Bottom Green is located in Brick shed near entry to car park. (Electric 
Blower, Vacuum and Leads, Blue & White Sweeper plus petrol blowers in bottom 
brick shed.) 

 

Basic Green Duties: (3....7) 
3. Open all 3 gates, place 2 padlocks in 'padlock tin'.  Back gate: snap the padlock to the chain. 
4. Check and empty rubbish bins and ash trays around each Green if required. 
5. Ensure all path ways are clean and presentable. 
6.    Set bottom rink score boards to zero if necessary. 
7.   Write up the two rink allocation whiteboards for the Montmorency/Visitor teams and place them 

in position. (This information to be copied from Team Lists posted in clubrooms). – One on side of 
shelter shed facing front car park gate, the second hang on wire fence near gate between top 
and bottom green. 

 
 
If heavy overnight rain has affected the greens contact Alan Benney asap on 0408447554. 
 
DO NOT USE ROLLERS TO REMOVE EXCESS WATER! 
 
Do not move rink markers. 
 
Do not do Rink Duty tasks i.e.: Cushions, Jacks, Mats, and Flags etc as these tasks are allocated to others. 
 
If in doubt call Alan Benney 0408447554 or Neil Greenwood 0412856594 for advice. 


